Abstract. Almost previous researches on facial expression recognition focused on excessive facial expression of single frame image. To solve the problem of previous works, our proposed method verifies facial temporal sparsities in terms of classifying opposite two emotions. For that, five regions are defined onto the detected face region then the sparsity of each region is independently calculated at three frequency bands by subtracting successive frames. Consequently, the difference between corresponding regions of opposite two emotions was statistically validated. At result, mouth region was regarded as the most significant region in terms of emotion classification at all frequency bands. Also, we found that left eye region showed significant difference at the frequency band of 9.8Hz.
Introduction
In recent times, many types of methods have been studied for emotion classification by measure numerical feature of physiological property. Among bio-signals and bioimages, facial image includes many intuitive emotional features such as facial expression and face orientation.
In a previous research, a method of facial expression recognition was studied using SVM (Support Vector Machine) [1] . However, because the SVM based method required well-selected and many training data, the recognition performance was depend upon the quality of training data. In the other method, eigen-points based method was used in which the distance between two feature vectors of the specific expression and expressionless image [2] . However, because the method was focused on excessive facial expressions, that cannot be adopted in case of using subtle facial expression. Actually, almost previous facial expression recognition methods showed good performance in case of applying into excessive facial expressions.
To solve these problems, propose method verifies facial temporal sparsities in terms of opposite emotions based on successive frame subtraction method. For that, we defined five ROIs (Region Of Interests) in the face region which are both eye, both eyebrow and mouth. The sparsity of each ROI was independently calculated at three frequency bands. We used two emotions which were Poppy and Obadiah, respectively. Consequently, the difference between two corresponding ROIs of Poppy and Obadiah was statistically validated for emotion classification.
Proposed method

Face ROI definition
We firstly perform face region detection by using Adaboost [3] . Then, we define five ROIs in the detected face-region.
When the Adaboost detects face regions at successive frames, two variation factors can be occurred even though the face region is not moved. One factor is 'position error' which means the center of face is unstable and the other factor is 'size error' that means the size of face region was continuously changed. To avoid analyzing difficulty caused by 'size variation', the fixed size face candidate region is used in which the size is determined from the first frame.
Then, we defined ROIs which are defined based on the positions of both eye, both eyebrows and, a mouth. To guarantee stable ROIs definition, we used the relative ratio on the basis of the center of face region. Fig. 1 (a) shows an example of face region detection and its ROI definition. 
Sparsity Calculation at Various Frequency Bands
Low sparsity means high amount of movement. On the contrary, high sparsity means low amount of movement because sparsity intends temporal or spatial stability. In our method, the sparsity means the temporal stability. In our method, the sparsity is To analyze sparsity, we used a method for calculating difference between two successive image frames on corresponding positions of opposite two emotions. Previous research reported that the human micro-movement was well observed at about 10Hz [4] . Based on that, we analyze the sparsity at three frequency bands such as 16.3Hz, 12.2Hz and 9.8Hz. The frequency band can be determined according to the gap between two successive frames as shown in Fig. 1. (b) .
At the stage of calculating the movement between two frames, the compensation method of the mentioned "position variation" in section 2.1 is required. If the "position variation" is included, unintended additional difference can be occurred. As shown in Fig. 1. (b) , eye positions and orientations of successive frames are not static even if eye shape does not change. Therefore, to compensate "position variation" problem, the minimum difference is determined by horizontal and vertical shift matching scheme. In detail, when the matching between prior frame and current frame, the current frame is moved within the range (horizontally ±3 pixels and vertically ±5 pixels) of shift from the fixed prior frame. The difference is calculated from the overlapped region. Through calculating average differences 77 times, the minimum average difference value is finally determined as the micro-movement with well-aligned state.
Experimental results
We used a dataset provided by the International Conference on Multimedia and Expo (ICME 2010), which is a subset of the SEMAINE corpus [5] . The emotion states of this corpus were estimated in two types, which are Poppy, Obadiah. Video was recorded and rendered at 49 FPS.
Significant differences between opposite two emotions
We analyze significant difference by micro-movement of ROI in terms of opposite two emotions such are Poppy and Obadiah. Then, to validate the significance of the difference, t-test was used. The two-sample t-test is one of the most commonly used hypothesis validation [6] . As shown in table 1, the difference between the Poppy and the Obadiah emotions were significant at mouth region in all frequency. Especially, in case of 9.8Hz and 12.2Hz, the difference were significant at a confidence level of p<0.05. Also, left eye region showed significant difference at 9.8Hz, which confidence level of p<0.1. Consequently, mouth is the most significant region in terms of classifying opposite emotions. Also, the left eye region can be regarded as a significant one.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new method for verifying facial temporal sparsities in terms of opposite two emotions such as Poppy and Obadiah which were evoked by natural conversation situation. For that, five ROIs were defined in the detected face region, and then the sparsity of each ROI was calculated at three frequency bands. Consequently, the difference between two corresponding ROI of Poppy and Obadiah was statistically validated for emotion classification. At result, mouth region was regarded as significant difference region in terms of emotion classification at all frequency bands. Also, we found that 'left eye' ROI showed significant difference at the frequency band of 9.8Hz.
In future work, we plan to analysis the micro-expression over a whole range of face. Also we will analyze additional opposite emotions.
